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My work is hand built in grogged white stoneware. I use techniques similar to 

those in dressmaking, using shaping and darting to create a curved shape out of 

flat pieces of clay slabs, before fine modelling and trimming to enhance the shape 

and sharpen edges. I love texture, sometimes adding a layer of textured slip to a 

piece and using ‘dry’ glazes and volcanic glazes to further create interesting details 

in the surface. Videos of each item are available on 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7145402 - these give a better overview of shape, 

size and details. 

 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7145402
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ROUGH TEXTURED ROCK POOL BOWL 

 

Rough textured rock pool bowl, H9 x D22cm, Double walled vessel, hand built 
in stoneware, Finished with layered matt and volcanic glazes on the outside 

£85 (UK P&P £10) 
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ROCK POOL BOWL 

 

Rock pool bowl, H9 x D22cm, Double walled vessel, hand built in stoneware, 
Finished with layered slips and glazes on the outside 

£85 (UK P&P £10) 
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CRACKING ROCK VASE #1 

 

Cracking rock vase, H30 x D20cm, Double walled vessel, hand built in 
stoneware, Finished with layered matt and volcanic glazes and metal effect details 
on the outside 

£175 (UK P&P £20 (includes heavy duty plastic storage crate)) 
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CRACKING ROCK VASE #2   

 

Cracking rock vase, H30 x D20cm, Double walled vessel, hand built in 
stoneware, Finished with layered matt and volcanic glazes and metal effect details 
on the outside 

£175 (UK P&P £20 (includes heavy duty plastic storage crate)) 
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TWISTED VASE 

 

Twisted vase, H46 x D21cm, Double walled vessel, hand built in stoneware, 
Finished with layered matt and volcanic glazes on the outside 

£345 (UK P&P £30 (includes heavy duty plastic storage crate)) 
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